For 2019-2020, the CCA research seminar will turn its attention to “The University and Its Public Worlds.” Co-directed by Henry Turner and Jorge Marcone, the seminar is organized by the following questions: What is a university today? What are its publics? In an era of unprecedented change across multiple domains, we aim for comparative and historical illumination and for analytic clarity about the role and nature of the research university. We again welcome a diverse cohort of faculty, postdoctoral fellows, and advanced graduate students to our bright and airy quarters at the top of 15 Seminary Place. Join us!
Fellows

Faculty
Mark Aakhus, Associate Dean, School of Communication and Information
Nichole Garcia, Assistant Professor, Graduate School of Education
Kristin O’Brassill-Kulfan, Coordinator and Instructor, History
Karen O’Neill, Associate Professor, Human Ecology
Tobias Schulze-Cleven, Assistant Professor, School of Management and Labor Relations

Post-doc
Jessica Mack, Princeton University
Heather Steffen, Carnegie Mellon University

Graduate
Shari Cunningham, Graduate School of Education
Nora Devlin, Graduate School of Education
Benjamin Foley, Sociology
Scott Harris, English
Amanda Kaplan, Sociology

Working Groups

A Wider Conversation on Religion and the State
Art and Aesthetics
Asian Studies Initiative
Cooperation Across Domains
Experiencing the Salon
Marxism and Materialism
Pragmatism
Public Humanities
Race and the Early Modern World
Society&Design Lab
Sound Studies
The Developing Room
Urban Humanities

Affiliated Groups

Americanist Seminar
Early Modern Research Group at Rutgers
Modernism and Globalization Research Group
Seminar on Literature and Political Theory
The Rutgers Book Initiative